Business Leadership / Organizational Change

YOUR TOOL KIT FOR CREATING
AN EXCEPTIONAL ORGANIZATION!
Everything you need to teach the concepts
in William Brandt's award winning book:

COMPASS: Creating Exceptional Organizations
52 specially packaged Lessons, Essays, Interviews
and PowerPoint™ slides make it easy to provide
your company or organization with all the unique
principles and processes for building an Exceptional
Organization.
The detailed information shows your
executives, managers and employees step-by-step
how to make their organization viable, sustainable
and valued – while also stressing not only the pursuit
of “self-interest” but also “concern for others.”

The BOOK is designed for easy training use:
l It lays-flat for convenient copying of each Lesson,
Essay and Interview you select as handouts to
your class attendees.
l Reproducible pages from the book and
accompanying CD allow you to customize the
materials for presentation to various size
audiences.

The CD (inside the back cover) also contains:
l 37 printable handouts in PDF format, and
l 15 Power Point™ Presentation Slides
At total of 52 handy training materials that can be
used for class presentations and sent to participants
before and after the training sessions.

What The Critics Are Saying About
COMPASS: Creating Exceptional
Organizations
“Solid, proven strategies to build an exceptional
organization—this book is it! William Brandt has written a
how-to book that is well-grounded in experience and data.
Highly Recommended.”
~ Tracy Fitzsimmons, President
Shenandoah University
“Compass stands tall among the others. Well written, easy
to understand…it has the tools needed to grow your
company into the best it can be.”
~ Reader's Favorite Reviews (5 Stars)
“This is THE guide for those with a vision toward achieving
overall greatness for their Company. Brandt delivers
exemplary leadership knowledge and experience.”
~ Feathered Quill Book Reviews (5 Stars)
“Strongly recommended to those in business who wish to
enhance their companies. An easy to read book…with
universal principals.”
~ All Books Review (5 Stars)
“An indispensable handbook for organizations seeking to
become exceptional. Author Brandt fills the pages with
compelling and inspiring advice.”
~ Book Pleasures Review (5 Stars)
“Strongly recommended to potential corporate leaders.
This management guide is superior and I value this book
above its peers.”
~ Book Ideas Review (5 Stars)
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